
1. TZ-Minigolf V1.0 for Windows 3.1

TZ-Minigolf is a very easy and comfortable to play miniature golf simulation including sounds and 
music. Just drag the mouse pointer to aim the ball and control the strength of your hit.
The full version consists of 18 nicely designed levels, unregistered users are restricted to six 
levels of it. Registration fee is 25 US $. Works fine with Win95.

2. TZ-Minigolf II for Windows

The expert edition of TZ-Minigolf with really tricky holes for the advanced players. Otherwise like 
TZ-Minigolf, 6 of 18 holes playable. Registration fee is 25 US$. 

3. TZ-Breakout V2.0 for Windows 

TZ-Breakout is a fast and flickerfree gamble-hall style breakout-game where you
control a ball with your racket trying to hit stones and goodies. In each level 
there are three magic stones. If you hit one of them you gain extra points 
according to the time you needed and one of the three stamps hiding one of the 
25 nice cartoons will be stripped off. TZ-Breakout contains speech and music 
samples and 50 original levels (eight of them playable for unregistered users). 
Registered users can create their own levels using a very comfortable 
level-editor. Works well with Win95. Registration fee is 25 US $. 4 MB RAM 
needed.

4.  TZ-Videomaster for Windows V1.01

Do you want to control all the movies (*.avi or if your MCI-driver is installed as well: *.mov) of a 
CD-ROM by just some mouse-clicks or combine the scenes you like the best to a new vvirtual 
movie within few minutes? 
TZ-Videomaster gives you total control over each picture. 
In play mode you can open up to 16 videos at the same time, if you like and have the suitable big
screen all of them will be shown in their own window. Just click in a movie window and it will start 
to play (always the movie in the actual window is shown).
In record mode you can scratch up to 20 good scenes even from a very bad CD-ROM and 
combine them to a new virtual movie in whatever way (repeat, loop) or order you like.
Everything is done by just some mouse-clicks.
Unregistered users can create new virtual movies but not reopen them again, this feature is 
reserved to the full version. Registration fee: 55 US $ plus 5 $ shipping.

Erotic TZ-games for Windows:
1. TZ-Strip Poker for Windows V1.04
TZ-Strip Poker simulates a female opponent who will undress if she loses her money. But these 
girls really know how to play and it might cost you some time to gain access to all the 25 'R'-rated 
SVGA pictures in resolutions 640 to 480 or 800 to 600. In the unregistered version you can only 
challenge one of the five girls and you will only see four of her five pictures.

2. TZ-Stripoid for Windows V2.0
TZ-Stripoid is a fast and flickerfree gamble-hall style breakout-clone. In each level there are three 
magic stones. If you hit them more and more of one of the 25  'R'-rated pictures will be revealed 
to you. Stripoid contains speech and music samples and 50 original levels (four of them playable 
for unregistered users). Registered users can create their own levels using a very comfortable 
level-editor.

3. TZ-Strip Black Jack for Windows V1.0



TZ-Strip Black Jack lets you play against five nice girls who look sweet but play tough. Nice 
speech and music samples are included as well as a zooming utility to closely watch the 25 'R'-
rated pictures (five from each girl). Included are instructions to learn how to play this game 
strategically and not only with good luck.

4.TZ-Strip Roulette for Windows
TZ-Strip Roulette again contains speech and music samples as well as 25 'R'-rated pictures of 
five girls holding the bank. To turn this game of luck a little into a game of skill you can stop the 
ball by using a brake. If you considered other computer roulettes boring you will still enjoy this 
one.

5. TZ-Minigolf Sexy (coming soon)
Just like the family version of TZ-Minigolf only with three pictures (sexy, more sexy, most sexy) for
each of the 36 holes. The less hits you need the hotter is the pics you see. Contains 104 'R'-rated
pictures.


